NEWSLETTER

Autumn/Winter 2019

WELCOME
To Dean Forest Beekeepers newsletter.
A big thank you to those that sent
in articles etc. The next edition will
be in the spring by Richard Matthews ,please email any items to :
richardm@pleasantretreat.co.uk

Winter Programme
7.30 pm
At Staunton Village Hall

5th Dec Christmas social plus

speaker TBC. There will be
the usual raffle with fantastic
prizes followed by a festive
buffet. If anyone would please
like to donate raffle prizes
please bring on the night.

The Annual General Meeting will take place on Thursday
November 7th at 7.30 pm at Staunton Village Hall
The AGM is an important opportunity to make Dean Forest
Beekeepers everything you want it to be. This is your chance
to influence and be part of an exciting future of beekeeping at
the club. Without your involvement and support this may not
be possible, so ……...
come along and find out what the future can hold

8th Jan (Wednesday)

Getting the best out of your
nucleus hives by Jim V.G

6th Feb -The Worker Bee
by Anne Rowberry

5th March – Swarm Prevention and Control Workshop.
A chance to prepare for the
coming season.

ALL posts are open to volunteers and not all committee
members are standing for re-election .
Full details on DFB website

Photographer Phillipa Klaiber visited the apiary on 2 occasions and took photographs as we carried out our usual hive
inspections.
A MA photography student she was doing a documentary project on the Forest of Dean, especially the land and the close
connection to it of groups or individuals. Above are a selection of her photographs.

Scribblings from the Apiary Manager
I've had an interesting first year. At the end of the season I look back and think "Well that wasn't too
bad". It's easy to forget, thank goodness, that at one time during the year being up to my fundamentals
in alligators that the original objective was to clear the swamp. Overwhelmed is a little used word in my
vocabulary but at times it was frequently in mind. However, with a good deal of support from quite a
few members we ended up with a good year.
Di & Adam have done a fantastic first year job of raising queens and liaising with the rest of the apiary.
There was a lot more work than anticipated but we can all benefit next year from this year's trial run.
Nearly all colonies have been re-queened and happy members supplied with nice queens. I'm sure
that certain members are more than happy with their re-queening of vicious colonies in particular the
dreaded Hive 12. This particular colony took two attempts but due to the persistence (or courage) of
Andy Gregory and Simon we can now get within a few yards without being stung to death. We have
learnt a lot of lessons from the queen rearing activity and have formulated an outline plan for next year.
We intend to involve more members who are ready and want to help and support the apiary's queen
raising programme. As a result of this year's efforts we will have overwintered nucs for sale in late
spring with this year's queens, weather and the bee fairy willing.
Our swarm control wasn't bad but it did result in a rash of splits which confused the re-queening somewhat and certainly confused me. We will have to
be a bit more inventive next year. Thinking caps on for introducing other swarm
prevention methods, all thoughts considered. Have a look at this photo from
2018. Several members attempts to smoke a swarm from the hedge or somebody having a crafty fag in the apiary.

Varroa control was a bit patchy with evidence of deformed wing virus present
even after treatment. A simpler method will be used next year based upon a Thymol treatment, whilst
taking longer, it should be easier to implement. We will be treating in the winter with oxalic acid vapour.
This method is now favoured over the dribbling method and is suitable for a larger apiary like ours.
Despite all our efforts to upset the bees throughout the season the little ladies still managed to turn out
a good honey crop. All members with aching arms that helped to take the supers off can attest to this.
We actually ran out of supers, so this winter will be busy making new and rearranging existing.
The five group system will continue as we now have members who have expressed an interest to become more involved. I intend advertising to all members in the new year for additional helpers and potential group leaders. This is a tremendous opportunity to increase your beekeeping skills in a friendly
environment. You also get to make mistakes with other people's bees and have a say in the running of
your apiary, what is there not to like? This should allow the enthusiastic to become more acquainted
with the workings of the apiary and add considerably to the interest of everyone. Something for everyone.
A few numbers for you. After a hectic year of splits etc. we are now going into winter with 21 colonies
(some of which are nucs). We also have 7 nucs intended for sale in late Spring. Depending upon the
depredations of winter and the dreaded March, I intend starting next year's season with about 18 colonies remaining at the apiary.
We have re-felted the large shed roof with a good long life polyester felt. This should outlast me. After
spending 2 half days up a ladder smeared with black stuff, I have no intention of carrying out this exercise again. Bob, me and the "lad" Ladi (so called because he was the youngest of us oldies) carried
out this work and were pretty lucky with the October weather. Some of the wood had to be replaced
due to water ingress so it really needed doing. No more getting dripped on.
Last but not least, thanks for the help I have had from the regular attendees at the apiary. Without
your weekly support we could not do what we do and plan for the future. If I don't see you before have
a great Christmas. I raise a glass to next year's success for you and, of course, your bees – Cheers
Richard.

Your Clubs
Botany Club
On the 30th Sept the very first Botany Club took place. I was excited but uncertain as to
what to expect. After spending most of the summer photographing and trying to identify
flowers, with much uncertainty, I was looking forward to having some help. The session
started with a very informal presentation/discussion with Anna , our expert lead. Some of
the things we learnt:


That common names of flowers refer to different flowers in different parts of the
country.



How plants are classified, starting with Angiosperms – flowering plants.



The structure of the flower including the sepal, its purpose and where located.



How flowers are clustered together into types of inflorescence according to the
structure of the flower.



We briefly looked at the main flower families, the largest being Asteraceae (daisy ).

Everyone who came had brought plants with them and so we spent the 2nd half of the session sorting out plants into the various families and discussing their inflorescence. Sometime we had to use the book to check as there were some surprises and I would have got
many wrong without Annas experienced eye. My biggest surprise was that Alchemilla mollis
was in the Rosaceae family.
For the next session there are ambitious plans to have a go at propagating
some plants .Apparently, to my surprise,
it is a good time of the year to do this.
Finally, my thanks to Anna for having
the excellent idea and for setting up
this group, I had so much fun and realise I am going to learn so much.
A.Parker

Microscopy club
In the last session we practiced dissecting out the sting of workers and queens ,now in IPA for
future use. We also looked at bees as a whole, the sclerites/plates, antennae and legs to help us
with the bees structure and biology.
No experience just enthusiasm required ! Come along and have a dabble with microscopes, bee
anatomy, pollen sampling and anything else worth taking a bigger look !
Check out these FAB web sites
AND https://www.paldat.org

http://www.northumbrianbees.co.uk/pollen-gallery/
- you can register for their newsletter.

In the next edition Chris Douglas will describe his experience of ‘microscopy’.
Cracker joke — What did the queen bee say to the naughty bee ? ————bee hive yourself

Winter study group.
The first meeting took place on Thursday 10th Oct at the apiary caravan with this year theme
Honey Bee Biology module 5 ,following the BBKA syllabus. Set for all levels from beginners to Master beekeepers .
It was a fun evening not only learning about the sting but more importantly
organising the cake rota …...well there has to be a good reason to go out on
a cold winters evening !.
It was a chance to be artistic as individuals added to a combined sting picture, of course not to scale !…. Jim brought his microscopy slides of a
worker and a queens sting for comparison which was projected onto the television .
Drop in for any session ,find out more about the bee inside and out, how and why it works !

FUTURE CLUB/ GROUP DATES ARE AVAILABLE ON DFB WEBSITE CALENDER
So….. you're not able to attend the Swarm Prevention
and Control Workshop, what are you to do ? Ah ha ! I
will just collect them, easy peasy because they always
swarm as predicted on my old faithful reachable tree
branch and just hang there until I come home from work
or timed perfectly for my lunch time as I sit in the garden.
And just to make sure they stay put I will follow the reliable advice from Dr Miller below.
All sorted , my plan in place I can now be completely reassured that swarming will not be challenging next year !
Apidea over come by swarm from nearby colony, swarm
left leaving behind a few bees and no queen ! Photo by
A.Parker

Cracker joke — Where do bees go on holiday ? ———- Stingapore and Beejing !

Taking the ‘Basic’
Most of us have seen the ‘not so subtle’ hints from Jon for new beekeepers to take the basic assessment so I
decided that despite only just meeting the qualifying criteria, 2019 was the year for me.
So where to begin… well, having completed the basic course in 2018, I had the answers at my fingertips in
the form of the comprehensive course notes. These were my starting point (and easily provide enough information to pass) but I also referred to other beekeeping books such as the ‘The BBKA Guide to Beekeeping’
and Ted Hooper’s ‘Guide to Bees and Honey’ . What surprised me when doing this was the realisation of how
much I did actually know about the bees and beekeeping.
Next, a mock – a brilliant opportunity to practice the practical aspect, test how well my revision had gone and
to experience what the basic assessment would be like. The mock was a great experience – it was really helpful in my preparation and the feedback focussed on the areas where clearly I need more revision. It was not a
surprise to me that this focussed on Diseases and Pests – I reflected to Jon, who was the assessor for my
mock, that in only a year of beekeeping its just something I’ve not seen a lot of in either my own bees or those
at the club apiary so hadn’t been at the forefront of my beekeeping experience, unlike swarm control – which
I’ve had lots of practice of during the 2019 season!
And so the big day was soon upon me… I was confident in my knowledge and was prepared but nevertheless I was also nervous. I arrived bright and early at the club apiary having asked Jon for an early slot on the
day as I wanted the assessment out of the way in plenty of time to get to the club BBQ in the afternoon.
On arrival I was met by my assessor, our very own Jim V-G. Now those of you who have taken the basic whilst
at the club will know that it is very unusual to be assessed by a member of your own branch and even now I’m
not sure whether this made me more or less nervous but nevertheless I don’t think it had a demonstrable impact – the assessor wants you to pass.
Practical elements first. Suit on – check; time to light my smoker – Jon had said something about the smoker
in your assessment being the biggest, smokiest smoker you’ll probably ever light – the last thing you want is for
it to go out… He was certainly right – I packed in the cardboard in stages to make sure, (in hindsight I could
probably have inspected at least half the hives in the apiary without fear of running out of fuel!).

The practical element went reasonably well, though it did take several attempts to split the super from the
Queen excluder – a problem I had never experienced before, or since, which did have me wondering if I was in
danger failing before I’d even really begun. I managed to identify brood in all stages, shake bees from a frame
and even identify some sac brood, all the while talking Jim through what I could see. No bee sample required
today, though I had sponge and jar at the ready to do so.
Time for the oral questioning – it was a nice day so we sat outside by the caravan, Jim holding his assessor’s clipboard ready to make notes and record the mark he awards me. The questioning begins… in truth I
can’t remember the questions, but the whole assessment from start to finish took about an hour and was carried out in a friendly conversational manner, helping me to draw out all the necessary information that my brain
had absorbed over weeks of revision. Jim couldn’t tell me how I did, the rules say he’s not allowed to so now
the waiting game began………… Within a week id had a call from the Gloucestershire BKA Examination Secretary — I’d passed—pheew !

Reflections
I am definitely pleased that I decided to do the assessment, it did validate my beekeeping knowledge as I
hoped it would, for myself rather than anyone else, though it did also show up areas I need to work on. From a
practical point of view, I now have a new approach to splitting queen excluders and supers and from a
knowledge point of view there is clearly so much more to learn. The process of preparing for the assessment
and demonstrating my ability and knowledge to a Master Beekeeper has also sparked my interest to do more
and whilst the process for preparing for the assessment was time consuming for me, it was worth the additional
time reading, revising, practising questions with loved ones.
Is it for everyone ? – no, but I would encourage all beekeepers who have not taken it to do so, purely as it can
add to the enjoyment of beekeeping and your own understanding of these wonderful creatures which we are
fortunate enough to ‘keep’. The ‘Basic’ is only the beginning of the journey, both in terms of the beekeeper’s
knowledge and assessments, but it helps support a good grounding in the information and skills we all need to
develop as better beekeepers, plus if you have spent cold winter evenings sat in the Staunton hall doing the
basic course, why not use that learning and take the assessment as well – it really is worth it!
What next ? Well for me , I'm looking forward to learning more, my personal beekeeping library is already over
10 books, and if I can fit in the study around the needs of our new baby then ill be completing a module or two
in 2010 !

Chris Douglas

Different kinds of homes
Apis cerana – smaller
than Apis mellifera.
This full colony is nuc
size even with a super !
Photographed in Sri Lanka

This beautiful, colourful
bee house was spotted
by Nic Taylor on his trip
in the Swiss Alps .
Apis dorsata—A large bee
with distinctive markings,
nests outside usually on a single comb . In this picture taken in Sri Lanka, bees nest on
chin and elbow.

‘just close it up and tow
it away , there was a colossal amount of bees ‘ Nick

A more unusual apiary location
This year in early September we decided to travel up the
west coast of England and Scotland up to Orkney and then
to Shetland mostly as it turned out for rain, wind and the
dreaded midges. Being from Scotland I thought I was used
to them but I had obviously forgotten ! In Shetland we
stayed in a town called Scallaway and the road we rented
a house on was on the side of a steep hill with little flat
ground. I was intrigued to see a considerable amount of
bee activity from bees that looked like my own Apis mellifera and not the small black Scottish bee you might expect.
I set out in search of the apiary and found them on the roof
of our neighbours shed. Very inventive set up (see pic) ! There are no natural trees in Shetland
and not a lot of flora except a narrow band near the coast but there was a lot of heather and despite the weather the bees looked happy.—Bill Brown
I wouldn't fancy the ladder but then the Scottish are made of stronger stuff !

Cracker joke — What do bees use to build roads ? ———— Nec—tar

IN THE NEWS - POLLEN HAS THE ANSWERS

A strong antibiotic Marinomycin has been found deep in the ocean that could potentially destroy the superbugs in our hospitals' BUT it disintegrates in sunlight . Pollen to the rescue,
scientists and researchers have found that if they strip the proteins from the outside of
pollen so that it doesn't cause allergies and take out the genetic material from inside ,a shell would be left. They were then
able to put the Marinomycin inside the shell and test it under a
tanning lamp. After 7 hours the Marinomycin hadn't degraded.
They believe the pollen shell should break down in the human
body releasing its contents. The next stage is to try it in animals and humans. -The Times August 3 2019
Sounds promising !

Bee sting Vaccine—Australian researchers have successfully completed a human
trial on a vaccine designed to prevent severe allergic reaction to the European honey
bee sting. The vaccine contains an ingredient called Advax adjuvant designed to neutralise the bee venom at a fast rate. It is hoped that this advanced treatment brings faster
and longer lasting protection for those with bee venom allergy than the current therapy
which requires regular injections at a hospital. - sciencedaily.com July 16, 2019

Latest research has shown that bees can count to five, the barrier between four and
five being significant as it takes more cognitive effort!. The study involved bees being
trained to enter a Y shaped maze where they were presented with a choice. Correct decisions were rewarded with sugary water and wrong ones punished with bitter tasting quinine .
After training, the bees were tested to determine if they could tell a card with four shapes
apart from cards with eight, seven, six or five shapes. The bees that had been reprimanded
performed better, being able to consistently pick the card with five shapes. The bitter quinine appeared to improve concentration and attention. More details in The Journal of Experimental Biology Oct 2019

18 individuals attended the 1 day introductory course in September. In fact it
was so popular that sessions ran back to
back to accommodate the numbers
which worked very well. They were all
very enthusiastic and hopefully will attend the basic course next year.

Suited and booted– half the group preparing
to go out on the bees.

Cracker joke—Which music bands do bees love best ?————-The Bee-tles and the Bee Gees

Dean Forest Beekeepers Honey Show 2019 — Bob Snowden
This year we had 26 Entrants to the honey show, with a total of 109 entries.
We had very positive feedback from both Judges Mike Hunt (honey) and Malcolm Cooper (mead
and cakes). Both were pleased with the high standard of all the exhibits and had great difficulty in
separating them to award the prizes.
Awards
Andrew Phillips awarded: The Apis Mellifera Cup for the best honey in Show
Bob Snowdon: The Major Noel Cup for the best exhibit in Show
Bob Snowdon: The Phil Phelps Cup for the best wax in Show
Susan Casias: The Chairman’s Cup for the entrant with the most points from all the classes.
Susan Broom: The Lydney Apiary Tray for the winner of the best cake in show.
Sue Brooms recipe
Cinnamon Honey Cake with Lemon Icing
32 g brown sugar
3 tablespoons honey

Lemon icing

128 g sifted self raising flour 266g sifted icing sugar
30g soft butter
1 tsp cinnamon
1 egg

Grated rind and juice of 1

60g soft butter
1.5 fl.oz milk
Method
1.

Preheat oven to 180 degrees C and grease a 20cm sandwich tin.

2.

Place all ingredients in a bowl and beat well for 4-5 minutes until smooth. Pour into the
prepared tin and bake for 30 mins.

3.

To prepare the icing combine all the ingredients and beat until light and fluffy. If mixture is too thick, thin with a little hot water .

4.

Ice when cool and sprinkle with cinnamon on top. ENJOY

Queen Improvement—Update
38 Queens plus 4 virgin queens were given out.
24 ( 4 virgin queens) exchanged with individual members, 17
used by the apiary , 1 exchanged with Cirencester BKA .
Plus 2 drone layers, 1 queen squashed, 1 queen killed by
neighbouring queen as divider broke in Abelo , not included.
Looks can be deceptive—these sealed queen cells yielded only 5
queens : I dead pupae , 2 mature queens dead in sealed cell with
DWV , one cell empty .
Photo by A.Parker

From the Library or best laid schemes of mice and men.
Last summer, whilst indulging in my favourite pastime of surfing the net for bee stuff, I came
across a curiously titled paperback. An award-winning journalist writing about the US migratory
beekeeping industry – not a topic I knew much about, but certainly one which instantly stirred a
subconscious, negative reaction. The book arrived promptly in the post and its contents captivated me for the following few months; its effect so great that I vowed to share it with you fellow beekeepers through this newsletter. Having pondered for weeks how to best review it, I sat at the
desk poised to write. Fingers to the keyboard, thoughts finally composed, and then a ping! - a
mailout from Northern Bee Books pops up on my screen. That’s very bad news for the bank balance- the mouse of reason tried to intervene, but my eyes were already fixed firmly on the list.
The result was yet another package in the post, and a conundrum – a single page for my book
review, two tittles to recommend, concise writing definitely not my second nature… but needs
must, I cannot choose, here for you a pre-Christmas BOGOF book review.
The Beekeeper’s Lament by Hannah Nordhaus
A gripping and sensitive account of migratory beekeeping told through the voice of
John Miller – a veteran of the business. ‘Beekeeping is a mystery to me, and I love
talking about it’ he says and explains so well the hard graft of carting thousands of
hives from California to North Dakota, through the monocultures of crops in that
vast land. Appearance of varroa in the 90s, reality of CCD, California’s seedless
citrus groves where bees are banned by legal acts – he has experienced them all.
The book is a true lamentation for the bees lost and for the craft forced to become
a faceless industry, but it is also a story of friendships and skill, an account of a
lifestyle dictated by seasons and love for what you do. It is a story of hope: ‘We’ll
do better next year. Next year, it will be different’.
The Joy of Bees by Paulo Fontana
This beautiful 700-page tome is a work of art from cover to cover. Written with flair
and passion by an Italian entomologist, it is a book like no other. Science is interwoven with stories, facts reinforced by poems. His writing style is picturesque and
addictive, with hundreds of references to art and literature. The four vast chapters
discuss the natural history of the honeybee, its involvement with humankind, various forms of contemporary beekeeping and lastly, the crisis which they are facing.
Paulo is a President of the World Biodiversity Association and a campaigner for
natural, sustainable beekeeping. He is also a scientist who ‘marvels at the bees
the more he knows about them’ and ‘considers the most important thing for a beekeeper is a deep understanding of the biology of bees’. His motto ‘Bee First’ should certainly
resonate with all of us – in our beekeeping practices, in our attitude to the environment and in our
quest to understand them.
Anna Stankiewicz

Watch out for Christmas Celebrity Mastermind on BBC1. Bez of the band Happy
Mondays will have beekeeping as his specialist topic.
I wonder how many we can answer ?

Guess this piece of equipment ? From John
Howarth
Answer in next addition.
We say a farewell to :
Shane Ball—moved to Cirencester Branch .
Sally Harris—another Gloucester branch.
Anne Breeze who has given up beekeeping .
From full members to social members:

Graham Carter
Allan Wells
David Kennedy
Krysia Kolodziejek

A BIG welcome to all
our new members who
have joined us this
year.

As the winter
draws in, I thought
this quote from
M.Winstons book
Bee Time would be
a lovely reminder
of what bee keeping can mean to us.

I wish you all a very Happy Christmas and
New Year and look forward to hearing what
bee related gifts you have received !

